for preservation information, 81% involved in educating donors and trustees, and 63% including preservation in presentations to members or friends groups (figure 9.2). Historical societies are next most likely to be engaged in these activities, followed by history museums and then art museums. Large institutions are more likely to be involved in these kinds of activities, but medium and small institutions do not tend to lag much behind them.

With some mainstream attention to preservation issues through television programs like the PBS’s Antiques Roadshow and History Detectives and hobbies such as scrapbooking and genealogy, collecting institutions have a potential market for archivally safe materials or conservation workshops. However, overall only 9% use preservation as part of their strategy for earned income, though the figure is 16% at historical societies.

The American art committee provided examples of how they are integrating conservation into public outreach activities of their institutions. At the Brooklyn Museum, conservation is incorporated into exhibits, such as detailing aspects of the object’s materials and lifespan. SFMOMA is one of many institutions that are now offering behind-the-scenes tours of installations and storage as a perk for major donors. They report that the staff time on such tours is well spent because it is such an effective donor cultivation tool. Seeing how conservation fits into the institution’s missions of education and development has also raised other staff members’ appreciation of the department.

---
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